The zebrafish is gaining popularity in behavioral neuroscience perhaps because of a promise of efficient large scale mutagenesis and drug screens that could identify a substantial number of yet undiscovered molecular players involved in complex traits. Learning and memory are complex functions of the brain and the analysis of their mechanisms may benefit from such large scale zebrafish screens. One bottleneck in this research is the paucity of appropriate behavioral screening paradigms, which may be due to the relatively uncharacterized nature of the behavior of this species. Here we show that zebrafish exhibit good learning performance in a task adapted from the mammalian literature, a plus maze in which zebrafish are required to associate a neutral visual stimulus with the presence of conspecifics, the rewarding unconditioned stimulus. Furthermore, we show that MK-801, a non-competitive NMDA-R antagonist, impairs memory performance in this maze when administered right after training or just before recall but not when given before training at a dose that does not impair motor function, perception or motivation. These results suggest that the plus maze associative learning paradigm has face and construct validity and that zebrafish may become an appropriate and translationally relevant study species for the analysis of the mechanisms of vertebrate, including mammalian, learning and memory.
Introduction
The neurobiological mechanisms of learning and memory have been thoroughly investigated and hundreds of molecular players involved have already been identified (Sweatt, 2010) . A large proportion of these studies have been conducted with mammalian model organisms, mainly the house mouse (Sweatt, 2010) . Could analysis of zebrafish, a newcomer in this field, add to the wealth of this knowledge?
According to conservative estimates, a vertebrate genome (including mammalian and fish) may have about 30,000 genes. Recent DNA microarray studies have shown that at least 50% of all the genes of the genome are expressed in the brain of vertebrates (see e.g. Pan, Mo, Razak, Westwood, & Gerlai, 2010 and references therein). Protein products of a large proportion of these expressed genes may play roles in neuronal plasticity, i.e. in mechanisms of learning and memory. Briefly, there may be thousands of genes and neurobiological processes involved in learning and memory that have remained undiscovered as of today. How can one tackle this complexity?
There may be a number of ways one could systematically and comprehensively assess a large number of molecular players involved. One of these approaches is large scale high throughput mutation screens. Such screens have been attempted with the house mouse with some success (e.g. Reijmers et al., 2006) . However, given the large number of animals one has to phenotype, these screens have been prohibitively expensive and thus are performed very rarely. Zebrafish may offer a feasible alternative. This species is particularly amenable to high throughput drug and mutation screens (Patton & Zon, 2001) . It is small (4 cm long) and highly prolific (a female can produce 200 eggs per spawning multiple times a week) and is easy to maintain in the laboratory. Numerous successful forward genetic (mutagenesis) screens have been conducted (e.g. Patton & Zon, 2001 ) and most recently, comprehensive drugs screens have also been performed with zebrafish for behavioral brain research related phenotypes (e.g. sleep, see Rihel et al., 2010) . But such screens have not been attempted for phenotypes associated with learning and memory. There are two main issues one needs to resolve before screening for mutation or drug induced changes in learning and memory could take place with zebrafish. First, one has to develop appropriate screening tools, and second, one has to demonstrate that these tools, the behavioral paradigms, have potential construct validity. The current paper is a step towards these goals.
The first step towards the development of appropriate behavioral screening tools is the characterization of the behavior of the
